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Abstract
Text Style Transfer can be named as one of the most important Natural Language
Processing tasks. Up until now, there have been several approaches and methods
experimented for this purpose. In this work, we introduce PGST, a novel polyglot
text style transfer approach in gender domain composed of different building blocks.
If they become fulfilled with required elements, our method can be applied in multiple
languages. We have proceeded with a pre-trained word embedding for token replacement
purposes, a character-based token classifier for gender exchange purposes, and the
beam search algorithm for extracting the most fluent combination among all suggestions.
Since different approaches are introduced in our research, we determine a trade-off
value for evaluating different models' success in faking our gender identification model
with transferred text. To demonstrate our method's multilingual applicability, we applied
our method on both English and Persian corpora and finally ended up defeating our
proposed gender identification model by 45.6% and 39.2%, respectively, and obtained
highly competitive evaluation results in an analogy among English state of the art
methods.
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1. Introduction
Until a couple of years ago, by drawing an analogy between style transfer's reputation
in natural language processing and computer vision [1, 2, 3] research areas, transferring
the style of text input in natural languages lagged evidently. Besides having no reliable
evaluation metric, parallel corpora shortage [4] was another impediment to slow down
its advance in natural language applications. But as robust pre-trained language models
took the lead in natural language generation tasks and both manual and automatic
evaluation metrics appeared, challenges of applying style transfer for text data got
slowly overcame. This has led to a remarkable rise for text style transfer's significance
among natural language processing tasks, since methods like Denoising and Reranking
[5] got introduced, which mitigated the need of parallel corpora by using back-translation
[6] to synthesize parallel data, or the Delete, Retrieve, Generate Transformer model [7]
that used the power of a pre-trained language model to delete style attributes from text
(Delete Transformer), and to produce style transformed sentences in better quality,
respectively. But on the other hand, all aforementioned methods have a common
denominator, which is the English dataset that they all used.
Despite lots of Persian natural language processing projects that have been done
recently, to the best of our knowledge, there has not been any work committed on
style transfer before. We introduce PGST, a polyglot gender style transfer, as the
foremost instance of a multilingual text style transfer method, mainly transferring the
style of a sentence by the gender of its author (male and female), and deceiving gender
identification models in both English and Persian by our method.
The proposed style transfer method in this research relies on hte power of a
pre-trained word embedding and a character-based token classifier as its backbone.
Since our primary focus is the change of style between male and female text, we have
studied both corpora and concluded that each gender's choice of words in some specific
part of speech tags are what make the real stylish difference.
When transferring an input from its source style to its target style, preserving an
input's content and fluency are the most critical examples of what challenges a style
transfer method is facing. In our introduced method, given an input document, content's
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resistance to change is being handled by suggesting replacements from each token's
embedding space, and the fluency aspect by running a beam search algorithm on all
suggestions predestined to rank them by a specified scorer function. By following the
foregoing approach, we will end up having fluent transferred sentences with the same
contextual information within.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we take a
look at some related work, previously done in the scope of gender difference, text
classification and text style transfer. Section 3 is dedicated to giving an account of our
proposed method. In section 4, we share our experiments, and finally, we have our
paper's conclusion in section 5.
2. Related Work
The main concept of our proposed method is structured on gender differences in
written text. A well studied field with a vast number of studies in various aspects. from
Trudgill [8] and Eckert [9] who focused on lexical and phonological differences of
male and female text, till now where most sociolinguistic researches have dissected the
role of part of speech tags in gender language [10, 11, 12, 13], specifically by studying
the aftermath of different Adjective choices on nouns.
Among text classification models introduced in Persian, the topic-model approach
[14] overcame the problems of dealing with Bag of Words, which considered each
token as a feature, thus dealing with a vast number of elements and features inside
a document. On the other hand, Moradi and Bahrani [15] narrowed the task of text
classification down to gender domain, where different statistical models such as Naïve
Bayes, Alternating decision tree and Support vector machine were proposed. But in
terms of Style Transfer, there has not been any previous work done. Unlike Persian,
various researches have been done in English. After Chen et al. [16] disentangled
image features like color, Hu et al. [17] focused on controlled text generation by
learning disentangle latent representations, and made a relation between an input's
style and content. Such models are trained hardly in an adversarial way which ends
up generating bad quality sentences as a result. Following Hu's disentangling latent
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representation method, John et al. [18] recently proposed a simple yet efficient approach
to approximate content information of bag-of-word's features.
Other researches, either directly or indirectly, have played several different parts
in contributing to the task of text style transfer, such as models based on attention
weights [19], neural machine translation [20] and deep reinforcement learning [21]
methods, which came short by misunderstanding input content, sparsity controversy
and low-quality output, respectively. But besides the shortcomings, the former three
approaches had an important common denominator, which was the use of some of the
most important deep learning algorithms in their proposed methods.
Using language models as discriminators [22] in Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN) based unsupervised systems was another instance of how effective can an
approach be if it is built upon a pre-trained language model, which overcame the
problem of discriminator's unstable error signal. The same scenario happened in the
Generative Style Transformer (GST) model [7] as it filled the quality loss gap caused by
its Delete, Retrieve, Generate (DRG) framework [23] by powering up with a language
model which made outputs' quality loss, no more a debilitating concern.
But besides all overcame dilemmas, a model's robustness beside limited target-style
Figure 1: Perceprion of our proposed method's different stages.
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data was still an issue where the domain adaptive model [24] put an effort in solving
the issue simultaneously as they kept an eye on relevant characteristics and content on
the target domain in their approach.
3. Our Approach
Our proposed method is illustrated in Figure 1. We start by pre-processing input
documents by removing punctuation and stop words within. Then by detecting those
specific tokens that make up the stylistic texture of an input document, we have a set of
tokens that we are willing to exchange them with their opposite gender equivalent. We
use a pre-trained word embedding to obtain a similar set of tokens for each predetermined
gender style representative token and a Character-based Token Classifier in section 3.4
to select/eliminate all target/source styled candidates of all suggested replacements.
Last but not least, we pass all target styled tokens to our proposed Beam Search
algorithm (section 3.5) to extract a verifiable combination of those tokens, in terms
of fluency. The details of the proposed method is discussed in more details in the
following subsections. Before diving into these details, we will give a brief introduction
on our baseline classifier in section 3.1.
Figure 2: our baseline Gender Classifier's neural network architecture.
3.1. Baseline Gender Classifier
In terms of training time, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have performed
considerably better than other networks by peaking a better validation accuracy for
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small datasets with more consistency [25]. We considered a 3-channel CNN layer
architecture [26] with Long short-term memory (LSTM) layers on top, for our specific
gender classification task. The purpose of using a multi-channel CNN architecture
is to proceed with documents in different resolutions or n-grams at each time step
by defining different kernel sizes for each channel's convolutional layer. Although
CNNs are generally used in computer vision, they have performed exceptionally well
in capturing patterns from given text. The necessity of LSTM layers in our architecture
is the fact that the model needs to memorize these extracted patterns. LSTM layers
have an exclusive internal mechanism which is composed of forget, input and output
gates with a state cell, in order to regulate the flow of given patterns (Equations 1-6).
Therefore, by locating LSTM layers on top of Convolutional layers, LSTM fulfills such
demand. (model visualized in Figure 2).
ft = σg(Wfxt + Ufht−1 + bf ) (1)
it = σg(Wixt + Uiht−1 + bi) (2)
ot = σg(Woxt + Uoht−1 + bi) (3)
c˜t = σg(Wcxt + Ucht−1 + bi) (4)
ct = ft ◦ ct−1 + it ◦ c˜t (5)
ht = ot ◦ σh(ct) (6)
As shown above, we have ft, it and ot each notated as an LSTM layer's forget,
input and output gates' activation vectors and ht as the layer's final output. Henceforth
by calling a document's source style as Ss and its target style as St, we begin to transfer
a document's style from Ss to St in upcoming sections of 3.2 to 3.5.
3.2. Detecting Gender Style Representative Tokens
In a considerable number of previous studies, specific part of speech tags have
been reminisced as substantive role players of determining author gender. In most
languages, and more specifically in our Persian corpus, depending on what its label is,
each gender tagged document has a set of words that play the document's significant
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stylish roles that are mostly categorized as either Adjective or Adverb. The margin
that differentiates the two genders is mostly made by its author's choice of words in
these specific part of speech tags. Therefore, we used a part of speech tagger that
would tag each token of a document to search for an elegant replacement token from
its opposite gender in further step. We used Parsivar [27] and Spacy [28] language
processing toolkits' part of speech taggers to do so on our Persian and English corpora,
respectively.
3.3. Extracting Similar Tokens as Replacement Candidates
By detecting gender style representatives of an input text, we are looking after
replacements from which we may bear down on style transfer purposes. We used
Fasttext [29] word vectors as a pre-trained word embedding that was trained using
Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) with character n-grams of length 5, a window of
size 5 and 300 in dimension, specified to return the topn (an integer value) most similar
words of a given token.
similarity = cos(θ) =
A ·B
‖A‖‖B‖ =
∑n
i=1AiBi√∑n
i=1A
2
i
√∑n
i=1B
2
i
(7)
As shown in equation 7, For measuring the similarity of two predetermined words,
by defining their relative word vectors as A and B, and their vector components as
Ai and Bi, the cosine of the angles between the two word vectors is calculated. this
computation is applied on all (A,B) pairs, by A being a gender style representative's
word vector and B for all other word vectors in Fasttext vocabulary. Altogether, in
case a token is categorized as Adjective, Adverb or any other specified tags, by passing
the token to most_similar built-in function of Fasttext, we have a set of suggested
replacement tokens with their specific similarity rates that we have to choose between.
But a document's style would not be transferred unless we choose tokens from the
opposite gender suggested ones. This is where our character-based token classifier
comes in and indicates on which gender does a specific suggested token has a superior
essence of.
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3.4. Selecting Target Styled Candidates
Besides classifying documents, as a part of our transfer approach, we need to train a
new model to classify tokens as male/female. This opportunity allows us to waive those
suggested replacement tokens that have the same style as Ss, and leave the set only with
the ones that are styled as St. We used a sequential neural network with a Convolutional
Layer and a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) layer on top [30]. We considered a
character-based representation of a token with one-hot vector representations dedicated
to each character of an input token. A visualization of this model is shown in Figure 4.
The reason behind using a character-based model when classifying a single token
is to handle the unfortunate probability that a token is out of embedding's vocabulary
[31], or is misspelled [26]. In either way, if the model is character-based, it would
automatically find the right pattern to digest the token and represent it as a vector. Last
Figure 3: An example of FastText Word Embedding Space that has been projected with PCA. Note: each
Blue/Red Scatter represents Male/Female tokens.
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Figure 4: our Character-based Token Classifier's neural network architecture.
but not least, character-based models have performed superior to word-based models
when it comes to capturing hidden emotions from an input [32]. Furthermore, using
word-based models for token classification was much more likely to get biased towards
a specific output label. We feed the model with all extracted Adjectives, Adverbs,
Verbs, Nouns, and Conjunctions from both male/female documents so the model would
be able to categorize the word embedding's suggested tokens as either male or female.
A visualized result of applying this model on a word embedding space is shown in
Figure 3.
3.5. Returning a Fluent Combination
By now, we have a set of target styled replacement tokens for each word in the
document and our only concern at this point is to choose the most probable combination
in terms of fluency. Since processing in document-level costs dealing with much
higher probable token combinations than sentence-level, extracting the desired token
combination requires an optimized algorithm and heuristic. The designated algorithm
in most neural machine translation systems is Beam Search, a heuristic searching
algorithm that expands the K (beam width) most probable children of a given node
and only keeps track of the K most probable traversed paths.
To keep up the fluency of a given document, we keep track of all unigram, bigram,
trigram, and 4-gram counts in our Baseline Gender classifier's train set, so we define a
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dictionary and iterate over all documents and extract their specified n-gram counts and
assign them as keys and their counts as values. This dictionary will further be used in
scorer function below:
BeamScore =
4× f + 3× t+ 2× b+ 1× u
4× 10× (1− sim) (8)
Equation 8 calculates BeamScore which is the mean of standardized n-gram
counts (we designate the efficacy of 40%, 30%, 20% and 10% to each of the 4 to 1-gram
counts, respectively) and divides it by the dissimilarity of the proposed replaceable
token, as f stand for 4-gram, t for trigram, b for bigram, u for unigram and sim for
the similarity rate which is given by word embedding for each of the suggested tokens.
But the dilemma here is scoring the first and the last word of a sentence and examining
Algorithm 1: Our Proposed Beam Search
Data: suggestions, BW
Result: BW most probable decoded texts
Add {< END >} to suggestions;
beams = {{< START >}};
scores({< START >}) = 0;
for row ∈ suggestions do
candidates = {};
for b ∈ beams do
for t ∈ row do
c′ = b+ {t};
s = BeamScore(b.top(1), b.top(2), b.top(3), t);
Add c′ to candidates;
scores(b)+ = s;
end
end
beams = bestBeams(candidates,BW );
end
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Figure 5: An overview of what our model's approach for transferring an input's style from Ss to St does.
Note: for an input with five tokens, we have t1..5 and each ti has a set of rij with j as the length of opposite
gender predicted set of Character-based Token Classifier between the topn=10 Word Embedding's most
similar suggested words.
a suggested token's score either to start or to end a sentence with. Therefore, two tags
of <START> and <END> are added as tokens to each document's beginning and end
to overcome the problem. By define the root as <START> and each replacement token
as a node. At each step, the algorithm calculates the beam score based on the traversed
path's last three nodes and the visiting node until it reaches the <END> node. By the
end of this algorithm, in terms of fluency, we have extracted the most probable sentence
and transferred an input document from Ss to St. The pseudocode of our implemented
beam search is given in Algorithm 1.
By transferring the test set and passing it again to our gender classifier model, we
measure our model's accuracy loss on data it once predicted, but this time in St. An
overview of our style transfer approach is visualized in Figure 5.
All implementations of this paper are available at its GitHub Repository 1.
4. Experiments
We kick this section off by first breaking down our employed datasets and previously
mentioned models by their hyperparameter choices, then demonstrating our achieved
results in great detail, and performing Human, statistical and automatic evaluations to
obtain a full-scale understanding of our approach's functionality.
1https://github.com/ledengary/text-style-transfer
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Table 1: Dataset Comparison
Dataset Style Train Dev Test Overall
Persian
Male 5,120 1,329 1,591 8,040
Female 8,458 2,066 2,653 13,177
English
Male 2,062,289 257,787 257,786 1,288,931
Female 2,062,289 257,787 257,786 1,288,931
4.1. Experimental Setup
Dataset: The following two datasets of Formal Gender Tagged Persian Corpus
[15] and Gender (English) by Reddy and Knight [33], are used for our experiments.
The Persian dataset contains 245 different documents for each of the two male/female
gender labels, including documents that are mostly books or stories by either a male/female
author based on its label. Since each document's size varies in a broad span of numbers,
each document is broken into sub documents with smaller lengths, and on the contrary
the gender dataset is built-up by sentence-level reviews of different food businesses on
Yelp, each classified as male/female. A comparison between the two datasets is shown
in the table 1.
Hyperparameters: There is an Embedding, a Convolutional and an LSTM layer
prepared in each of our Baseline gender classifier's channel with the output dimension
of 100 for Embedding layers, 32 filters, a dropout rate of 0.5 and a max pool size of
2 for Convolutional layers and 256 hidden units with a recurrent dropout rate of 0.2
for LSTM layers. Each channel's Convolutional layer has a different value of 4, 6, and
8 assigned to its kernel Size, in order to process documents at different resolutions or
n-grams. The model is trained for 10 epochs with these hyperparameter choices.
In our character-based token classifier, we sequenced the same setup in a single
channel as the previous model, a Convolutional and LSTM layer is stacked up, with
32 filters, 8 in kernel size, max pool size of 2 for Convolutional layer and 125 hidden
units for LSTM layer. This model was trained for the same number of epochs as our
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Table 2: Model Comparison
Model
Accuracy
Persian English
Naïve Bayes 69% 73%
Logistic Regression 62% 70%
Multi-lingual BERT 65% 75%
SVM [15] 72% -
CNN + LSTM NN 90% 80%
baseline model with no dropouts.
In both models, Adam [34] was recruited as the optimizer with its learning rate set
to 0.001, since it performs better in case of handling sparse gradients [26].
4.2. Model Evaluation
To acquire the highest accuracy possible, we have stepped through different models
and architectures. The process of choosing our gender classification model was based
on a comparison between Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, Multi-lingual BERT, and
CNN + LSTM Neural Network architecture. As shown in Table 2, the foregoing neural
network architecture peaked the highest accuracy for our classification problem on
Persian text with 90% and 80% on English. We finalize our model here since an
efficient model in both languages is our main concern. Due to relatively small
amount of data in our Persian corpora, a probabilistic model like Naïve Bayes performs
poorly with very low precision and recall, as long as the frequency-based probability
estimate becomes zero for a value with no occurrences of a class label.
Pre-trained language models like Bi-directional Encoder Representations from
Transformer [35] or BERT have had a significant rise due to their success in topping
state-of-the-art natural language processing tasks, but at the time of our research, there
has not been any Persian specific pre-trained transformer language model introduced.
But between proposed pre-trained models of BERT, multilingual cased contains the
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Table 3: Results of defeating Gender Identification with different style transfer approaches and models
Approach
Persian Accuracy English Accuracy
Ta Tr Tw Ta Tr Tw
1 Word-based + (Adj, Adv) 86% 92% 15% 77% 95% 16%
2 Word-based + (Adj, Adv, V) 83% 90% 20% 70% 88% 22%
3 Word-based + (Adj, Adv, V, N, Conj) 69% 62% 33% 68% 79% 31%
4 Character-based + (Adj, Adv, V, N, Conj) 65% 56% 36% 34% 61% 37%
top 100 languages with the largest Wikipedias including Persian (Farsi), which as it is
shown, fine-tuning it did not perform as durable as training a classifier from the scratch.
A logistic regression model is a generalized linear model that could be reminded as
a neural network with no hidden layers. So, it is evident that a neural network model
with such hidden layers as Convolutional and LSTM carries more advantages in solving
our problem. Convolutional layers perform outstandingly in pointing out tokens that
are good indicators of an input's class, and LSTM layers in associating both short and
long-term memory to the model, thus resulting in a better accuracy score comparing to
Moradi and Bahrani [15] using Support vector machine (SVM) algorithm.
When designing a token classifier, casting each token to its 300-dimensional embedding
space representation as model inputs, results in contextual information loss which
makes a word-based model an inappropriate choice for classifying tokens as male/female.
On the other side, designing a model on a character-level fills the gap and distributes
tokens by stylish criteria in a better way.
Achieved experimental results by repassing the test set to our Gender Classifier
is what this paper is mostly about. It demonstrates how have different approaches
resulted, using different models and architectures on our set. We call our gender
classifier's Ss test set as Da and divide it into two different subsets: 1) Dr, which
includes all documents that have been predicted correctly by the model, and 2) Dw,
which consists of all documents that have been mispredicted by the model. On the other
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Table 4: A comparison of positive and negative effects of applying different approaches.
Approach
Persian English
f h Trade-off f h Trade-off
1 Word-based + (Adj, Adv) 306 62 5.74 10,079 8,993 0.42
2 Word-based + (Adj, Adv, V) 382 83 7.04 24,189 12,366 4.58
3 Word-based + (Adj, Adv, V, N, Conj) 1,455 137 31.05 42,331 17,424 9.66
4 Character-based + (Adj, Adv, V, N, Conj) 1,684 150 36.14 122,963 20,797 39.63
hand by transferring all Da documents to St, we name the transferred set as Ta, Dr as
Tr andDw as Tw. By taking a look at table 3, it has been clearly demonstrated how the
primary approach has elevated by changing different components of it. Each approach's
name contains two vital information. a) what its token classifier model was based on
(word or character) b) what tags have been identified by our part of speech tagger to
be changed into its opposite gender. Our goal is to defeat gender identification model
by transferring a sentence's style to its opposite gender, thus diminishing the gender
identification model's accuracy, meaning the model lames in identifying inputs style.
As shown in the table, the more robust our token classifier and the more varied our part
of speech tags scope gets, the weaker the gender identification model's performance
gets. Each of the three Da , Dr and Dw sets, have their accuracy score. Since Da is
the test set on which the model performed 90% in Persian and 80% in English, Dr and
Dw as subsets ofDa include those the model predicted correctly and incorrectly, would
evidently result in 100% and 0% accuracy by passing only the subsets themselves to
the model for prediction purposes. As mentioned before, by transferring these raw
sets, we have Ta, Tr and Tw from which we expect lower accuracies in an analogy to
their source styled sets. The first approach resulted in a 4% decrease overall, 8% on
faking the ones it had predicted once correctly, but unintentionally helping the model
to predict the ones it had mistaken before, correctly. Meaning the approach has helped
the model instead of faking it.
Trade− off = f − h
n
× 100 (9)
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Table 5: A contingency table on our finalized style transfer approach (i.e., Character-based + (Adj, Adv, V,
N, Conj)) in Persian and English.
Set
Persian English
correctly incorrectly correctly incorrectly
Da (all docs) 3,828 416 201,579 56,207
Da (male docs) 1,460 151 102,592 25,976
Da (female docs) 2,368 265 98,987 30,231
Ta (all docs) 2,758 1,486 87,647 170,139
Ta (male docs) 1,040 571 66,133 62,435
Ta (female docs) 1,718 915 21,514 107,704
In equation 9, by naming the number of documents that faked the model f and the
number of documents that helped as h and n as the total number of test set documents,
we acquire a trade-off value that the higher it gets, the more effective its approach is.
Persian Da contains 4,244 test documents in which 3,828 documents were correctly
guessed and belong to set Dr and 416 documents guessed incorrectly by the gender
identification model, which belongs to set Dw. As shown in table 4 there was an 8%
decrease in Dr 's accuracy (251 documents) and a 15% rise in Dw (166 documents),
resulting in a trade-off value of 2, which demonstrates its lack of ability in defeating
gender identification. But as we go along testing approaches 2, 3 and 4 we get back
the trade-off value of 2.2, 21.84, and 23.13. The major leap between second and third
model's trade-off value represents the important role that a bigger scope of part of
speech tags play and finally, decreasing the Tw value and giving rise to Ta and Tr
values by changing the token classifier's base between approaches three and four. The
same evaluations have been made in English as we get back the results of 34%, 61%,
and 37% for Ta, Tr and Tw, and the trade-off value of 39.63. Specific contingencies of
applying our finalized approach (i.e., Character-based + (Adj, Adv, V, N, Conj)) on our
defined sets of Da and Ta in both languages is shown in table 5, which demonstrates
the number of documents that were predicted either correctly or incorrectly by our
baseline gender classifier.
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Table 6: P-Values for paired samples in our corpora.
Language P-Values
Persian 1.64813366054e-10
English 4.04649941132e-3
In order to prevent the transfer approach to unintentionally help the classifier to
predict the documents correctly, amplifying our character-based token classifier is the
most rational alternative, since converting a document's content to its target style is its
primary essence, and content is what the classifier is obligated to detect.
4.3. Statistical Evaluation
In order to determine whether there is a significant difference between the means of
the two gender labels, we use a statistical hypothesis testing tool called T-Test [36] to
assure that there is not an unknown variance and that labels are all distributed normally.
In order to assure if the two gender labels come from the same population, by
taking samples from each of the two labeled sets, T-Test hypothesises that the two
means are equal. By calculating certain values and comparing them with the standard
values afterwards, T-Test decides whether inputs are strong and not accidental, or that
they are weak and probably due to chance, resulting in rejection and acceptance of the
hypothesis, respectively.
The p-value is the probability of obtaining an equal or more extreme result than the
one actually obtained when the hypothesis is true. significance level (or alpha) is a
threshold value which is the eligible probability of making a wrong decision (rejecting
the hypothesis). By considering n-1 degrees of freedom and assigning 0.01 to alpha,
we have calculated P-values in both languages, and as it is clearly demonstrated in
Table 6, test results are significant in both languages with their acquired p-values.
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4.4. Human Evaluation
Generated text need to be assessed in order to prove their correctness. We considered
facets like fluency and semantic that each sample had to be assessed based on.
The former facet determines whether given text is reasonably close to legible human
language or that it is presented in an indecipherable manner. The latter, as the name
implies, is employed to evaluate inputs depend on conceptual meanings when interpreted.
We additionally added an adulteration facet to determine whether given text seemed
adulterated or not. Randomly, we sampled 300 inputs including 75 source styled and
75 target styled text in both English and Persian. By shuffling inputs and dividing them
by three, we assigned each 100 samples to an annotation group with three different
annotators. We then asked annotators to rank each sample based on given criteria in
binary representation. The reason behind using source styled text from both English
and Persian corpora is to uniform all inputs to figure if target styled inputs seem
evidently adulterated among the others or that they are formed in a logical and acceptable
form.
4.4.1. Inter-annotator agreement
Before particularizing annotations, we test interrater reliability with kappa [37],
a standard measure of inter-annotator agreement (IAA) which aims to compare the
amount of agreement that we are actually getting between judges to the amount of
agreement that we would get purely by chance.
By letting N be the number documents and defining R and I as two set of agreed
and disagreed documents for each of the three annotators in a specific group, A would
be the set of documents where all three annotators agreed on and P (A) and P (E) as
fractions of real and accidental agreements.
A = (R1 ∩R2 ∩R3) ∪ (I1 ∩ I2 ∩ I3) (10)
P (A) =
|A|
N
(11)
P (E) = (
R1
N
)(
R2
N
)(
R3
N
) + (
I1
N
)(
I1
N
)(
I3
N
) (12)
K =
P (A)− P (E)
1− P (E) (13)
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Table 7: Results of Kappa inter-annotator agreement.
Criteria K Agreement Level
Fluency 74.1% Substantial
Semantic 75.32% Substantial
Adulteration 69.96% Substantial
K value is calculated for each facet in every group and finally, their average score
is stated in Table 7 which demonstrates the stability of annotations since such obtained
results are counted as substantial ones in Kappa inter-annotator agreement's jargon.
4.4.2. Quality Assessment
Since our annotator groups each consist of three different annotators, when classifying
each sample's facet, we consider the two most agreed on opinion as the sample's final
class (e.g. if at least two out of three annotators classified a sample as 1 in fluency,
we call that a fluent sample). Table below demonstrates random samples' quality
assessment based on their language and style.
Table 8: Quality assessment of annotated samples.
Set Fluency Semantic Adulteration
Ss Persian 97.33% 97.33% 21.33%
St Persian 77.03% 63.51% 40.54%
Ss English 98.67% 90.67% 26.67%
Ss English 75.0% 68.42% 28.95%
Fluency: As mentioned in Algorithm 1, when choosing the right combination among
all suggestions, we prioritize tokens with the highest frequency in different n-gram
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scopes (Equation 8) when choosing among replacements. This strategy will lead us
towards a fluent St document which is clearly proved by annotations shown in Table 8
with high accuracies of 77% and 75% in Persian and English.
Semantic: In terms of semantics, there are marginally lower accuracies obtained comparing
to samples' overall fluency, probably most due to the literary essence of our Persian and
informality essence of our employed English corpora, which is a two-faced scenario.
On one hand it demonstrates how hazardous it is to find a decent replacement for
intended tokens in such stylistic corpora, and on the other hand it indicates how compatible
our method can be when applied on such different text.
Adulteration: The rationale for using Ss documents in annotating process was to see
if St documents seemed evidently adulterated among the others, or that they obeyed
of a similar stylistic form, which surprisingly, nearly the same amount of St English
documents were detected as adulterated as the Ss English ones, which heralds of low
difference among them. The reason behind relatively higher frequency of detected St
Persian documents, comparing to Ss Persian ones, is on one hand mostly because of
poor replacement suggestions that our acquired pre-trained Persian word embedding
gives (Since it's not as well trained as pre-trained English word vectors) and on the
other hand the cumbersome construction of Persian literary text, which is hard to cope
with in transferring process.
4.5. Automatic Evaluation
To indicate our proposed method's correctness, we assess our method via automatic
evaluation measurements in different aspects of fluency, content preservation and transfer
strength. Previous work measured transfer strength with a style classifier, trained
specifically for evaluation purposes. But since proposing such classifier was one of our
key contributions, our model has already been particularized in previous sections. For
measuring content preservation and fluency of our transferred set, we employed BLEU
[38] and OpenAI GPT-2 language model respectively, to do so. Although evaluating
with such automatic metrics like BLEU is inadequate if being applied single-handedly
[39], it benefits us with a general understanding of how preserved a St sample's content
is. But in fluency terms, we calculated the perplexity of those documents using GPT-2
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language model.
As a comparison with previous work, we intend to compare our method (PGST) on
the analogy of three other previously proposed methods. Prabhumoye et al. [40] came
up with the idea of adversarial mechanism and Back-Translation (BT) and Sudhakar
et al. [7] proposed B-GST and G-GST which respectively where blinded and guided
towards particular desired target style attributes using Transformers [41] which at the
time of writing this paper and to our best of knowledge, is the state-of-the-art on
our mutual English gender tagged dataset. When making an analogy, The key
factor is not to consider each evaluation metric separately, but to contemporaneously
assess them all together. As shown in Table 9, In terms of target style accuracy BT
model performs admissibly well but its generated text does not preserve much content,
thus resulting in a low BLEU score, whereas in target style matter our method almost
obtained the same result as state-of-the-art method collateral, G-GST, but with much
lower perplexity and higher BLEU score comparing to prior state-of-the-art method
BT. All in all, it can be concluded that besides other monolingual methods, even with
a much simpler foundation in a multilingual extent, our proposed method has achieved
reasonable success in English whereas one of our main focuses was on devoting such
a method in Persian.
Table 9: Comparison of Automatic Evaluation results of different models in English (SRC = Input Document;
PGST is our method)
Model BLEU Perplexity Accuracy
SRC 100 183.4 18.9
BT 46.0 196.2 52.9
G-GST 78.5 252.0 49.0
B-GST 82.5 189.2 57.9
PGST 68.4 198.9 45.6
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5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we introduced a novel polyglot approach for text style transfer, an
important modern task of natural language processing that could be used for a variety of
different languages with its main focus on transferring style between the two male/female
genders with different selectable features within. Our method is the foremost proposed
method of style transfer in Persian, and besides we trained our model in English as
well to show its capability in other languages and used its power to defeat a text
gender identification model and obtained highly competitive results among other top
performing English only methods. We used a multi-channel neural classifier and introduced
a new character-based model for classifying tokens for our research purposes.
Unlike highly resourced languages of natural language processing in which text
style transfer has turned to be a well-developed task, more focused researches are
expected to be seen in other low resourced languages.
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